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Fit for you
amuseplanet
Character creation with care
The meaning of "character" is "personality".
You can have a cute character on the outside,
But if it doesn't have substance, it won't become your favorite.
That's why we are very particular about the content of our characters.
What kind of character are you looking for?
At amuseplanet, we create characters that are close to you.
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New characters

Do you want to stick to that?

It is very difﬁcult to create a new character from scratch.
You don't even know if the character
you spent time and money to create will match your ideal.
Instead of taking such a risk,
Why don't you use the characters you already have?
amuseplanet's characters are 100% original.
If you have existing materials,
we can provide them immediately.
You only pay for what you use.
You can save a lot of time and money.
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I wanted to play with everyone.
In a hurry, a mysterious animal jumped out of the egg
and stayed in the shell.
Even though they look different and have different
personalities, they all love to have fun together.
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The Repairman of the
Glittering Night Sky

Our job is to protect the stars.
The older we get,
the more the star gets damaged.
Eventually, they break down.
Our job is to repair the stars.
The night sky is full of stars.
Let's make them brighter and brighter.
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Franken, who lives in an old western-style house, is very scared.
He is even afraid of his own face, so he hides it in a paper bag.
The residents of the house are all lacking in some way.
Is everyone really okay?
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ocean!
I'd like to go. across the
Riku and Sora playing by the sea.
I wonder what lies beyond the sea.
I think about this as
I look out at the ocean today.
Such things, such things.
I'm so excited and nervous!
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The ﬁve best friends are always in good spirits.
When they ﬁnd something they are interested in.
When they ﬁnd something they are interested in,
they ﬂap their wings in that direction or trot in that direction.
Today, they ﬂew, walked, and pecked together.
Now they want to be pampered a lot.
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Can't ﬁnd
a good character?

も
共同開発コンテンツです。
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If so, how about
joint development &
joint use?
The most expensive part of creating a character is
buying the copyrights.
If you are willing to share your characters with
amuseplanet, you can greatly reduce your costs.
You can use the characters as much as you want.
Of course, you can use the characters as much as
you want.
We will add them to our lineup of licensed
businesses. If the character you created
If a licensing business contract is concluded for
the characters you create
We will also pay you as a co-developer.
This is a new way to use characters.
amuseplanet proposes a new way to utilize
characters.
* The actual cost of adding poses to the characters will be charged.
I* f the purpose is to sell goods, a separate license agreement may be required.
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With amuseplanet
You can do this much
The creators of amuseplanet come from a wide variety of genres.
You can do a variety of things with your colleagues.
So we can ﬁt your wishes.

Various designs

□ Goods & package design

□ Flyers / posters / in-car advertising

□ Catalog Design

Our designs are not limited to characters. We can also propose designs for a
variety of goods, including package layouts. Catalogs, ﬂyers, and posters for
in-car advertisements are also areas in which we excel. Of course, the catalog
you are looking at right now was designed by us.
We also believe that the data we create should be easy to use. That's why
almost all of the data we handle is vector data. You can zoom in and out as
you like. Naturally, we use Adobe® Illustrator® CC software. We provide the
best way to develop products.

□

A1 大判プリンター

小ロットのポスター印刷は
私たちで対応可能です。

□ Logo Design
One of the most important elements of

Since the concept of each character is well-deﬁned, it

character content is to create a logo that

is possible to develop a brand of accessories that

matches the image. We can also create a

makes the most of each character's world view. We can

brand logo for your company with the image

also create original parts to create a variety of items.

in mind. After the logo is created, we can use
it for signage and other purposes.
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□ Accessory Design

MOVIE

Overseas

□ English / Chinese
We have members who can speak
English and Chinese, so we are
actively working on overseas
transactions. In fact,

□ Shooting and editing videos
□ Signage Content
museplanet's videos are made with the help
of our members. We also provide content
design for company brochures, YouTube
videos, and digital signage.

Perspectives on

□ Professional Advisors
Current childcare professionals are
also our members and creators.
Because they are professionals in
childcare
We are able to give accurate advice
without being subjective.

Obsession with words

t this!
Not jus

Cooperation with
partner companies

□
□
□
□

BGM / Fragrance
IT/Network/AI
Signage Equipment
Security Camera

We also offer background music,

□ High School Teacher's Certiﬁcate
(Japanese)
□ Junior High School Teacher's Certiﬁcate
(Japanese)

fragrances, IT equipment, network
construction, and even security
cameras, signage equipment, and AI.
Through our partner companies, we
are able to provide further proposals
beyond the scope of creators.

We are good at giving shape to what you are looking
for from Japanese words. Our team members are
skilled in handling words, so they can grasp images
that are difﬁcult to form and use them in their work.

etc.
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We would love
to talk to you!
amuseplanet places the greatest emphasis on conversations with you.
Because new ideas and new business
New ideas and new business come from conversations.

Conversations are time-consuming.
But if you cut corners, nothing good will come out of it.
That's what we know at amuseplanet.

What we can't do on our own, we can do with you.
So let's talk.

What is it that you want to do?
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Thank
you
!
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Logo of amuseplanet

The bonbons on the clown hat represent "ﬁxed stars".
The bonbon on the clown hat represents "ﬁxed stars",
the face of the clown represents "planets",
and the hat represents "planetary trajectories".
The planet "amuseplanet"
does not just revolve around a star.
The planet "amuseplanet"
does not just revolve around a "ﬁxed star".
The planet "amuseplanet" is
not just orbiting around a "ﬁxed star",
it is trying to ﬂy out to a new world.
I expressed our attitude in the fun image of "clown".

The latest information is always being updated on our website and elsewhere!

- あみゅーずぷらねっと -

Home Page

Ⓒ 17, 18, 1９, 20, 21 amuseplanet

Ⓒさざなみーず

https://amuseplanet.com

Twitter

https://twitter.com/amuseplanet

Mail

info@amuseplanet.com

Please feel free to contact us.

